Is it fit to load?
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A guide to the selection of pigs fit to transport in Western Australia

Animal welfare legislation in Western Australia
The Animal Welfare Act 2002 and accompanying Regulations affect people who own or work
with animals including farmers, stockpeople, livestock transporters, livestock exporters,
saleyard personnel and processors.
Under the legislation it is an offence to transport, confine, restrain or catch any animal in a
way that causes, or is likely to cause, it unnecessary harm.
The legislation references Codes of Practice (Codes) that define what are regarded as
acceptable welfare practices for pig husbandry and transport.
Note that transportation includes movement around and between farms, as well as
transportation from the farm to the slaughterhouse.
Compliance with the Codes can be used as a defence against a charge of animal cruelty in
Western Australia. Relevant legislation and Codes can be found at
www.dlgrd.wa.gov.au/Legislation/AnimalWelfare/Default.asp
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About this guide
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This guide has been developed in consultation with pork industry stakeholders and
Government agencies to help decide if a pig is fit to be loaded in Western Australia.
A pig is fit to load if it:
• is strong enough to undertake the journey;
• can walk, bearing weight on all four legs;
• is not suffering any visible disease, injury or abnormality, that could cause it harm during
transport; and
• is suitable for transport according to the relevant Codes.
If a pig shows any unusual condition do not load. Consult your veterinarian as soon as
possible. A pig that is not fit to load (for example, from heat stress or exhaustion) may be
fit to load after a period of rest. Sows in late pregnancy (more than 80 days) should not be
transported other than to a farrowing area.
Good preparation of the pig is essential to prevent suffering during transport. The relevant
Codes recommend how pigs should be prepared for transport, including rest periods and
feed withholding periods.
If in doubt, leave it out
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Suspect pigs
A pig is classified as a suspect to indicate to a slaughterhouse that it may not be fit for
human consumption.
• A suspect pig must be fit to load and
should be clearly identified (for
example, by ear tagging).
• Inform a slaughterhouse in writing why
you think a pig is a suspect and ask for
feedback.
• Load any suspect pigs at the rear of the
truck so they are unloaded first and
easiest.
Suspect pig individually ear tagged
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Pre‐transport: preparation
Preparing pigs for transport will help minimise stress before, during and after transit. It
begins with good planning to use the most appropriate route, quiet handling, provision of
feed, water and rest as required and selecting only pigs that are fit to load.
The checklist below provides general information only. More detail can be found in the
relevant Codes. Remember, pigs find loading and unloading disagreeable.
Before collecting the pigs:
• plan transport to avoid weather extremes and, where
practicable, transport at night during hot weather;
• ensure vehicles are safe for transporting pigs;
• plan the trip, including inspections and rest stops; and
• ensure loading area and ramp are adequate for the
job.
The loading ramp should ideally
be level with the truck deck
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Pre‐transport: preparation (continued)
When designing a loading area, keep in mind that:
• pigs will refuse to move forward into a truck if air is blowing in their faces;
• pigs dislike moving up and down ramps;
• ramps should be limited to a maximum angle of 20°;
• pigs will move from a darker to a brighter place, but they will not move towards a blinding
light;
• pigs also do not like shadows or sudden changes in colour;
• the light intensity should allow all pigs to be examined during loading and unloading; and
• roads on your farm need to be well maintained (for example, are not pot‐holed).

Practical facilities are essential for ease of loading and for the welfare of the pigs
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Pre‐transport: collection
• Do a final check to make sure the collection area and loading ramps are satisfactory for the
job.
• Use low stress handling for collecting, penning and loading.
• Electric prodders must not be used on pigs.
• Ensure pigs are adequately rested prior to loading.
• Provide or withhold feed as required.
• Ensure that all medication withdrawal periods are met.
• Segregate pigs appropriately (for example, those marked as suspect).
• Load suspect pigs at the rear of the truck.
• Brand pigs with the required mark on the shoulder (ensure slap‐brand is well maintained).
The loading area
should be specifically
designed from the pen
to the truck
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Transport
• Ensure the vehicle is safe and of a design that will not cause harm to the pigs.
• Load pigs in accordance with stocking densities as required by the relevant Code.
• Load pigs using the principles of ProHand (for further information contact the Animal
Welfare Science Centre).
• Reduce stocking density by 10% if the temperature is 25°C or above.
• Pigs can be cooled by spraying them with water.
• Ensure that pigs on the top deck of a vehicle are protected from the sun.
• Avoid transporting pigs in hot weather (30°C or above), where practical.
• Night transport is preferable to moving pigs during the day in hot weather.
• In cold weather, pigs must be protected from wind during transport.
• Segregate boars, pigs of different weights and ages, or if incompatible by nature.
• Ensure segregated pigs receive extra protection from cold and wind chill.
• Start, drive and stop smoothly to prevent pigs being thrown off balance.
• Check pigs and vehicle within 30 minutes of commencing transport and re‐check at least
every 3 hours.
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The following pages describe major conditions of the pig that impact seriously on whether a pig is fit to load. If the
advice is to treat the pig, consult your veterinarian.
The general public should be reassured that the following images illustrate specific conditions (intended for training
purposes only) and do not represent the normal pig found on Western Australian farms.

Lameness
One or more legs cannot bear weight – do not load.

Cannot walk
unassisted

Severe foot abscess

DESTROY on farm
Do not load

DESTROY on farm
Do not load

Deformity causing severe Cannot bear weight on
lameness
one or more legs
Treat on farm or
DESTROY on farm
DESTROY on farm
Do not load
Do not load
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Lameness (continued)

Joint ill resulting in lameness

Piglet injured by sow

DESTROY on farm
Do not load

DESTROY on farm
Do not load

Broken limbs – this pig has a
fractured elbow
DESTROY on farm
Do not load
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Visible disease, injury or abnormality
A visible condition likely to cause further pain or suffering during transport – do not load.

Pig with rectal stricture Consult your veterinarian Pig with diamond skin
before loading any pig
lesions ‐ Acute
DESTROY on farm
with an unusual condition Erysipelas
Do not load
Treat on farm

Pig with haemorrhagic
diarrhoea ‐ Swine
Dysentery
Treat on farm
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Tail bite

Severely tail bitten
DESTROY on farm
Do not load

Tail bitten with an
abscess
DESTROY on farm
Do not load

Tail bitten with any
lameness
DESTROY on farm
Do not load

Mildly tail bitten and
not lame
Treat on farm or
Transport as suspect
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Hernias
Umbilical, scrotal or traumatic hernias more than 30 cm in diameter – do not load.
Any hernia that impedes movement or is ulcerated – do not load.

Large umbilical and scrotal hernia

Large umbilical hernia

DESTROY on farm
Do not load

DESTROY on farm
Do not load

Small hernia
Monitor
Load and slaughter at first
marketable weight
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Prolapses

Uterine prolapse
DESTROY on farm
Do not load

Vaginal or perineal prolapse
Treat on farm or
Transport as suspect

Fresh rectal prolapse
Treat on farm or
Transport as suspect
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Other conditions

Body condition score
less than 2.5

DESTROY on farm
Do not load

Large abscess
Treat on farm or
DESTROY on farm
Do not load

About to farrow – sows in late
Blind in one eye
Transport as suspect pregnancy (more than 80 days)

Multiple abscesses
DESTROY on farm
Do not load

Blind in both eyes
DESTROY on farm
Do not load

Do not load for transport to a
slaughterhouse
Transport only to farrowing area
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If the pig is not fit to load – do not load it

You can, where
appropriate:
• treat the animal or
• kill it humanely

The position required for a captive bolt

Position of a captive bolt for euthanasia. Only a frontal method should be used (position a
above). After using a captive bolt, the pig must be bled out to ensure death.
With a live round, the gun should be positioned in the same area as above, but with the
barrel slightly away from the head and horizontally. Do not use a live round within the
confines of a truck.
Recommended methods for euthanasia can be found in the relevant Codes.
Remember if in doubt, leave it out
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A quick summary
Ask these questions before you load any pig:
• Can the pig bear weight on all four legs?
• Can the pig walk onto and off the vehicle unassisted?
• Is the pig suffering from any visible disease, injury or abnormality that could cause it harm
during transport?
• Is the pig of body condition score 2.5 or more?
• Should the pig be marked as a suspect, individually tagged and penned separately?
• Is the pig in late pregnancy?
• Has the pig been prepared according to the relevant Codes?
• If the air temperature is above 30°C, is it an option to transport the pigs when it is cooler?
If in doubt, leave it out
If you have any queries about a pig, please contact either your Veterinarian or a General
Inspector from the Department of Local Government and Regional Development WA, the
Departure of Agriculture and Food WA, or the RSPCA.
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Contact details
Animal Welfare Science Centre: www.animalwelfare.net.au
Australian Pork Limited: www.australianpork.com.au
Department of Agriculture and Food WA: www.agric.wa.gov.au
Department of Local Government and Regional Development WA ‐ Animal Welfare Branch:
www.dlgrd.wa.gov.au/Legislation/AnimalWelfare/Default.asp
Linley Valley Pork: www.craigmostyn.com.au
Murdoch University ‐ Department of Veterinary Clinical Science: www.murdoch.edu.au
Pork Industry Training (WA): www.wappa.com.au/training.htm
Portec Australia: www.portec.com.au
RSPCA WA (Inc): www.rspcawa.asn.au
West Australian Pork Producers' Association: www.wappa.com.au
Prepared by Drs Carr, J.; Brennan, C.; Nairn, K. and Seah, C. S. (2009)
With special thanks to Drs Hood, J.; Thacker, B.; Tauscher, K.; Kim Hyun‐Sup; and Jackowiak, J.; Detective Sergeant Byrne; and officers of the
Department of Agriculture and Food WA and the Department of Local Government and Regional Development WA for their valuable advice
and consultation.
Supported by the West Australian Pork Producers Association.
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Disclaimer
The information and recommendations contained within this Guide to the Selection of Pigs Fit for Transport in Western Australia (“the guide”)
have been made available in order to inform producers generally and for their own personal information. Please note that this guide is
provided by WAPPA without any express or implied warranty as to its accuracy or currency. Any reliance placed upon the contents of this
document is at the user’s own risk. In any instances of doubt, and given the particularised nature of the range of issues which may render a pig
non‐transportable, any users of this guide ought to consult their veterinarian for further professional advice. Furthermore, WAPPA advises of
the following:
•
•
•
•

WAPPA accepts no responsibility for the results of any actions taken, or reliance placed upon the recommendations contained within
this guide, nor does WAPPA accept any responsibility for the accuracy or legality of any material contained herein;
the information contained within this guide, and all access to and use of that information, is solely at the producer's risk;
WAPPA expressly disclaims all and any liability and responsibility to any person in respect of the consequences of anything done or
omitted to be done by such person in reliance, whether wholly or partially, upon the contents of this guide; and
WAPPA reserves the right to alter, amend, vary or otherwise change any recommendations within this guide at any time and without
further notice to users.

Before relying on any information within this guide, users should seek confirmation from their veterinarian in relation to their specific issue,
and obtain their own legal advice in relation to compliance with the Code of Practice for the Transportation of Pigs in Western Australia and the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 and its associated regulations.
Copyright
The West Australian Pork Producers Association asserts copyright in the form and layout of this guide. Reproduction in whole or in part of this
guide without the express written permission of the West Australian Pork Producers Association could be an infringement of the Copyright Act
1968 (Cth). The West Australian Pork Producers Association reserves all rights in relation to its copyright in this guide.
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